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The magnetic field of the Solar corona is difficult to measure directly. However, indirect obser-
vations of the solar corona are possible using the deficit in flux of cosmic rays coming from the
direction of the Sun. Low-energy cosmic rays (∼GeV) are deflected by the inner magnetic field of
the Sun and the interplanetary magnetic field frozen into the solar wind. In contrast, high-energy
cosmic rays (∼TeV and above) are absorbed in the Sun’s photosphere producing a shadow in
the Sun’s nominal position viewed from Earth. Several ground-based instruments have observed
the effects of the heliospheric magnetic field on the size of the sun shadow and its position. The
High-Altitude Water Cherenkov Observatory (HAWC) is an air shower array located in the cen-
tral region of Mexico that observes TeV cosmic rays at a rate of about 15 kHz. In this work, we
present preliminary images of the sun shadow from data collected by HAWC during 2013 and
2014 for different energy ranges.
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1. Introduction
For an observer on Earth, the Sun and the Moon block a portion of the Galactic cosmic ray
(GCR) flux casting a shadow equal to their physical angular size [1], both roughly 0.5◦ in diameter.
The Moon shadow has been used to calibrate the pointing accuracy and angular resolution of air
shower detectors as early as 1991 [2, 3]. An absence of a magnetic field around the Moon allows
cosmic rays to travel from the Moon to the Earth without large deflections. The Sun has a variable
magnetic field which can strongly scatter nearby charged cosmic rays affecting the geometrical
form of the observed Sun shadow. The time dependence of this field, the so-called “11-year Solar
cycle," changes the shape and intensity of the observed Sun shadow. This allows for the study of
the temporal behavior of the Solar magnetic field.
The Sun shadow was observed by the Tibet array [4, 5, 6, 7] and the ARGO Experiment [8].
The authors performed comprehensive studies with data throughout the 11-year Solar cycle and,
using simulations, they showed that it is possible to obtain information about the Solar magnetic
field with the GCR Sun shadow [7]. The Milagro Experiment also reported the observation of the
Sun shadow [9, 10].
The newly finished High-Altitude Water Cherenkov (HAWC) Observatory is able to report on
the angular observations of 100 GeV to 100 TeV cosmic rays. At these energies, cosmic rays are
confined within the Galaxy and are believe to be of Galactic origin. Using the first 30 detectors
of HAWC, observation of the Moon shadow was in good agreement with simulations [11]. In this
work, we present the observations of the Sun shadow with a larger number of detectors (between
95 and 111), which allow us to make preliminary estimations of GCR energy.
In Section 2, we describe HAWC as a GCR detector. Section 3 details the method for pro-
ducing the Sun shadow maps from data. HAWC Sun shadow maps, using data acquired during
construction, are presented in Section 4. Finally, we conclude and describe future plans for mea-
suring the coronal magnetic field using the analysis of the Sun shadow in Section 5.
2. HAWC
The HAWC Observatory is located at 4100 m above the sea level on the Sierra Negra Vol-
cano in the central part of Mexico (N 18◦ 59’ 48”, W 97◦ 18’ 34”). HAWC consists of 300 water
Cherenkov detectors (WCD) covering an area of 22 000 m2. Each WCD is a cylindrical container
4.5 m high and 7.3 m in diameter filled with∼ 200000 liters of filtered water. They are instrumented
with one central high quantum efficiency 10” photo-multipliers (PMT) surrounded by three lateral
8” PMTs. The PMTs face upwards to detect Cherenkov light from relativistic particles, produced
as secondaries in extensive air showers. A detailed description of HAWC is presented in Refer-
ence [12].
The HAWC detector measures the primary particle direction through accurate temporal and
spatial determination of the atmospheric shower front of secondary particles. The vast majority of
primary cosmic particles are cosmic rays (> 99%), therefore HAWC is a sensitive GCR detector in
an energy range going from 100 GeV to 100 TeV. HAWC can be used to instantaneously monitor
more than 2 steradians (sr) of the overhead sky with a duty cycle higher than 95%. This property
makes it possible to continuously observe the Sun.
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The modular construction of HAWC allowed for data acquisition at different stages of con-
struction of the array. In this work, we present the data obtained with HAWC-95 and HAWC-111,
i. e. with 95 and 111 WCDs. We use the number of PMTs hit (nHit) by an air shower as a proxy
of the energy of the primary particle. We present results of three energy-proxy bins: nHit > 30, 72
and 109. From simulation we determine the primary median energies to be ∼ 2.0, 8.0 and 50 TeV,
respectively. The following discussion corresponds to these energy-proxy bins.
The Sun blocks the GCR flux also, but as it has a strong and variable magnetic field, the
produced shadow is less defined. It also changes with time depending on the Solar activity. We
are exploring the possibility of studying the Solar magnetic field through the Solar deficit of GCR
observed by HAWC.
3. Method
After the first stage of data reduction, the reconstructed arrival direction of the air showers
are stored in data maps that use a HEALpix binning [13] of approximately 0.1◦× 0.1◦ bins Sun-
centered coordinate system based on equatorial coordinates. Each reconstructed cosmic-ray air
shower direction is given an azimuthal coordinate of its incident right ascension minus the cur-
rent Sun right ascension and a polar coordinate of its incident declination minus the current Sun
declination. These are referred as ∆α and ∆δ .
To obtain the maps of deficits and excesses of air shower events in the sky, the data map is
compared with a reference map or background map. The background map is an estimate of the re-
sponse of HAWC to an isotropic cosmic ray flux. It is important to note that the background map is
not itself isotropic due to atmospheric effects and the asymmetric shape of the detector [14]. Back-
ground maps are produced from the data themselves using the method of Direct Integration [15]
.
After the background map is created, we apply a smoothing function, a top hat function of
2◦ radius, in order to draw out correlations in neighboring bins. Intensity maps are calculated by
subtracting the background map to the data map. Each bin from these maps can be divided by the
background counts to obtain relative intensity maps. Finally, we use the Li and Ma method [16] to
find the significance of the relative intensity maps.
4. Sun Shadow Maps
The significance (relative intensity) maps for the different energy-proxy bins are shown in the
right (left) panels in Figures 1, 2 and 3. We present Sun shadow maps from June 13, 2013 to July
09, 2013, which corresponds to HAWC-95/111. The total duration of the maps is 8121 hrs.
The size and position of the Sun shadow were obtained by fitting a 2-D asymmetric Gaussian
to the relative intensity maps (Figures 1, 2 and 3). Table 1 summarizes the results of the fits.
From Figures 1, 2 and 3, it is clear that the Solar shadow has two components, defined by the
energy of the GCR and the strength of the Solar magnetic field. At low GCR energies the diffusive
effect of the Solar magnetic field is strong, causing a less defined shadow (Figure 1). Whereas at
high energies, the GCR flux is blocked by the Solar material (Figure 3), and the Sun shadow size
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Figure 1: Relative intensity (left) and significance (right) maps of the Sun shadow with energy-proxy bins
> 30 nHit (see text for details)
Figure 2: Relative intensity (left) and significance (right) maps of the Sun shadow with energy-proxy bins
>72 nHit(see text for details)
should approximate to that of the Moon. This is also observed in Table 1 where the widths in ∆α
and ∆δ decrease, i.e. the shadow becomes better defined, as the energy-proxy bin increases.
In order to quantify the depth of the Sun shadow as the minimum energy-proxy bin changes we
have plotted the differential relative intensity as a function of angular distance from the expected
Sun shadow position in Figures 4 and 5. In this case a radial Gaussian fit was applied to the data.
The amplitude of the fits in the plots indicate that as nHit increases the relative intensity reaches
higher values. This reflects the fact that high energy GCRs contribute to a greater extent to the Sun
shadow than low energy GCRs.
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Figure 3: Relative intensity (left) and significance (right) maps of the Sun shadow with energy cut nHit >
109 (see text for details)
Figure 4: The differential relative intensity of GCRs for energy-proxy bin nHit >30, as a function of radius
centered at the Sun position. A radial Gaussian fit is adjusted to these points (dashed line).
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Figure 5: The differential relative intensity of GCRs for energy-proxy bin nHit >72 (left panel) and nHit
>109 (right panel), as a function of radius and centered at the fit Sun position. A radial Gaussian fit to these
points is plotted (dashed line).
Table 1: Results of a 2-D asymmetric Gaussian fit of the Sun shadow
RA Dec
nHit ∆α ∆δ Width ∆α Width ∆δ Amplitude of fit
>30 0.28 ± 0.21 0.023 ± 0.3 1.30 ± 0.22 2.18 ± 0.43 -0.0014 ± 0.0002
>72 0.50 ± 0.12 0.2412 ± 0.2 1.10 ± 0.13 1.59 ± 0.26 -0.0047 ± 0.0006
>109 0.47 ± 0.12 0.2184 ± 0.17 1.08 ± 0.12 1.52 ± 0.25 -0.0073 ± 0.0009
5. Summary
The newly finished HAWC observatory detects both, electromagnetic and hadronic air showers
created by cosmic radiation. We have used the hadronic showers to investigate the effects of the
Sun and its magnetic field on the cosmic ray flux. Using preliminary data taken during different
stages of the construction of the array and which correspond to the maximum phase of the solar
cycle 24, we have created maps centered at the Sun position and with a field of view of 20◦ in ∆α
and ∆δ .
We confirmed the existence of a deficit of the GCR flux centered at the Sun. This deficit
has been previously observed by other observatories to consist of a strong deficit caused by GCRs
directly blocked by the Solar disc (similar in angular size and strength to the Moon shadow) which
is weakened by the interaction between GCRs and the Solar magnetic field. This weakening has
been correlated with the 11-year Solar cycle.
We plan to use the energy spectrum, time variance (through the solar cycle) and morphology
of the Sun shadow maps to obtain information about the coronal magnetic field of the Sun . Mea-
surements of the strength and large-scale morphology of this field are currently unreachable by
direct observations at Earth.
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